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bstract

In this article Eulerian–Lagrangian 2D computer simulations of consequences of primary dust explosions in two vessels connected by a duct
re described. After an explosion in the primary vessel a propagation of hot pressurised gases to the secondary vessel, initially uniformly filled
ith dust particles, is simulated. The gas phase is described by the standard equations and it is coupled with the particulate phase through the drag

orce and the convective heat transfer. No chemical reaction is considered in the model since the objective was to model the system up to the time
f ignition. The computation was performed for different lengths and diameters (heights) of the linking duct. Having analysed the results, it was
oncluded that the simulations agree with experimental observations in that the probability of transmission of an explosion from the primary to the

econdary vessel decreases with decreasing diameter (height) and increasing length of the connecting pipeline. Snapshots of particle positions for
ifferent times are presented. The work illustrates the behaviour of the mixture in the secondary vessel: the particles tend to concentrate in clouds,
nd domains with no particles are observed. This may influence the explosion characteristics of the system.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

.1. Dust explosions in interconnected vessels

In industry, processes with units connected via ducts are fre-
uently encountered. The configuration of these is important not
nly for normal processes, but also where there is an explosion
otential, which is the case for vessels filled with combustible
as or dust. This research is devoted to the problems of dust
xplosions, an important aspect, since most dusts or powders
rocessed in industry are hazardous, and the physics of the phe-
omena involved in dust explosions guidelines is neither well
nderstood nor thoroughly investigated.

A number of studies have been carried out [1] and guide-

ines on the prevention and mitigation of dust explosions have
lready been produced. However, as remarked by [2] most of
he experimental results have been limited to relatively simple
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xplosions; Interconnected vessels

ases, like isolated vessels. In industry, as mentioned above, ves-
els are often linked by networks of pipes and the behaviour of
xplosions in such systems is practically unpredictable.

The most common method of explosion mitigation is using
ents, and there are many techniques available to assess a safe
ent area. These techniques may fail if dust cloud ignition in one
essel is generated by an explosion in another process unit. The
onditions under which the secondary explosion takes place may
e unknown. In many circumstances the explosion may be more
evere than if the dust were ignited in an isolated vessel: when the
ame passes through the pipe that connects the units, turbulence

s generated, which leads to higher combustion rates. For longer
ipes, the deflagration can be even transited to detonation [2,3].

Moreover, the ignition in the secondary vessel is realized by
jet of hot gases. In many cases this intensifies the process of

ombustion compared to an ignition by a standard spark dis-
harge. Another important fact is that a primary explosion leads
o a pressure rise in the whole system. Because of that, the sec-

ndary explosion begins in an above-ambient pressure and the
esulting maximum pressure will be higher.

As mentioned by [2], a flow in the dust-air mixture generates
oncentration gradients, giving rise to rich and lean zones. The

mailto:Pawel.Kosinski@ift.uib.no
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2006.04.029
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Nomenclature

cs heat capacity of the solid phase
CD drag force coefficient
d diameter of a particle
E total internal energy of the gas phase
�f interphase force
�fdrag drag force
F̄ , Ḡ the vector of convective terms
F̄V, ḠV the vector of diffusive terms
I moment of inertia
k energy of turbulent pulsations
l turbulent length scale
m particle mass
�M torque acting on a particle

Nu Nusselt number
p pressure
Pt probability that a particle encc
Q interphase heat flux
Reω rotational Reynolds number
S̄ the vector of source terms
T temperature of a phase
�u velocity of a phase
u′

rms root mean square of turbulent velocity fluctua-
tions

Ū the vector of conserved variables

Greek letters
ε dissipation of turbulent energy
εr emissivity
λ heat conductivity of the gas phase
µ dynamic viscosity of the gas phase
ρ density of a phase
σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant
τij stress tensor
�ω angular velocity vector

Subscripts
g the gas phase
k current number of a particle
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sion modelling, the combustion processes were not considered
s the solid phase

rocess of flame propagation is considerably influenced by these
henomena. It is important to note that the particles are not able
o follow the streamlines of the gas due to their inertia, which is

ore pronounced for higher turbulent intensity.
There are not many experimental investigations into dust

xplosions in interconnected vessels in the literature. A prob-
ble reason is the difficulty and high costs of such experiments.
ome are: [2,4–8].

In our recent paper [9], a model is described that is based
he on so-called Eulerian–Eulerian approach, where the solid

hase is modelled as a second fluid. This model, although
ble to model large regions and two-way coupling between the
hases easily, has its drawbacks, such as difficulties in modelling

a
r
b
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article–particle interactions. We used this model for simulating
onsequences of primary explosions in interconnected vessels.

Although an explosion in interconnected vessels may be more
evere than one in a single process unit, experimental tests on
xplosions in linked systems have shown that the explosive dust
uspension in secondary vessels does not necessarily ignite, as
entioned for instance by [8]. Actually this surprising obser-

ation has not been explained. However, it was noticed that the
robability of transmission of the flame from a primary vessel
o a secondary one depends on many factors: the volume of the
rimary unit, the properties of the combustible dust (in many
ublications described by the Kst parameter), the size of vents
if present), point of ignition, the presence of baffles and the type
f the connection. The latter is described by the duct length and
ross-section and this is what we researched in this paper.

.2. Mathematical modelling of dust explosions

As mentioned by [5], experimental dust explosion research
equires large-scale expensive test facilities.

An increasingly attractive alternative is to develop an accurate
umerical simulation technique. Moreover, this approach makes
t possible to investigate those phenomena that are impossible or
xtremely difficult to measure, such as the spatial distributions
f parameters (e.g. dust concentration, combustion product con-
entration, velocity and temperature). Numerical simulation also
akes it possible to set complex initial conditions or even switch

ff certain phenomena (for instance chemical reaction) to assess
heir effect.

Although numerical simulation has been gaining in popular-
ty, unresolved problems remain, such as:

a) a good description of the chemical reactions;
b) a model for the interaction between the turbulence and the

particles;
c) a good model for interphase and particle–particle interac-

tions.

It must be emphasized, however, that the existing codes
ave helped researchers to better understand the physics of
he processes and sometimes predict the flame or blast waves
ropagation. Literature examples, where numerical simulation
echniques have been used for simulating dust explosions, are
10–24].

.3. The objective of this work

This paper is devoted to the problems of dust explosions
n interconnected vessels where this process was researched
sing the mathematical modelling approach. The model that
e adopted was similar to the models used by [12–13], where

he Lagrangian approach for simulating the flow of the solid
hase was used. Although this research involved dust explo-
t this stage. The objective was to analyse what phenomena are
esponsible for the ignition of the dust in interconnected units
y simulating the fluid flow and heat transfer.
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Fig. 1. The scheme of the computational domain.

It must be noted that there are virtually no references in the
pen literature devoted to the problems of computer simulations
f dust explosions in interconnected vessels in spite of the impor-
ance, and the difficulties in conducting experimental research
n this area.

. Problem formulation

In most of the experimental papers mentioned above, the fol-
owing type of case is considered: a dust-air mixture was ignited
n a primary vessel and the flame was allowed to propagate
hrough a duct to a second vessel, also filled with an explo-
ive dust mixture. The objective was to investigate whether the
ransmission of the explosion, from one vessel to another, was
ossible and what value of the maximum pressure was obtained
n the second unit. Different parameters were varied: the vol-
mes of the vessels, the length and the diameter of the linking
uct and the kind of dust. Additionally, [8] took into account the
resence of baffles in the duct and investigated their influence
by additional turbulence generation) on the explosion process.

Such a case is also considered in this article; however the
bjective of this work was to carry out a numerical investigation
f the problem and to compare the results with the experimental
bservations. A diagram showing the computational domain is
hown in Fig. 1. The modelled structure consists of two vessels
onnected by a duct on a two-dimensional grid. The time saving
esulting from carrying out 2D simulations made it possible to
onsider more cases so that more valuable conclusions could be
rawn.

The initial conditions were as follows: the primary vessel
as filled with hot gas under a high pressure. This modelled the

ituation where an explosion has occurred in the unit already. The
bjective was to observe if the explosion could be transmitted
o another vessel and what influenced the process.

The second vessel was filled with dust particles distributed
niformly. They were modelled using the Lagrangian approach,
.e. the particles were modelled as points moving in the compu-
ational domain and tracked in time in the pre-calculated flow
eld by solving the Newton equations for the particles. Actu-
lly the moving particles can also influence the motion of the
urrounding gas (so-called two-way coupling). For low concen-
rations, however, it is not of importance and in the present case

he one-way coupling approach could be used.

Also the particles were subject to collisions between each
ther and with the walls. The hard-sphere model was chosen
o describe the collisions. The temperature of the particles was

f

C
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llowed to change due to a difference of temperatures between
he particles and the surrounding gas.

The exact description of the whole mathematical model can
e found in the following section. According to [25] an explo-
ion begins when the following conditions are fulfilled: presence
f fuel, oxidant, ignition source, thorough mixing of the fuel and
xidant and confinement of the combustible mixture. In accor-
ance with this, the following model was assumed in this paper.
e decided on a particle temperature beyond which ignition was

ossible, and assumed that ignition would take place if a critical
ercentage of particles in a given region exceeded that tempera-
ure. In this research it was assumed that the ignition temperature
as equal to 700 K. However, the combustion process itself was
ot modelled, aiming as we did at analysing the process up to
he point of ignition to assess if and when an explosion would
ake place.

The linking duct was empty of particles in all the simula-
ions. The length and the height of the linking duct varied in the
imulations.

. Model used

.1. The mathematical model for the solid phase

For each of the particles, denoted by subscript k, the equations
f motion and energy can be written in the following form:

k

d�usk

dt
= �fk (1)

k

d�ωk

dt
= �Mk (2)

dTsk

dt
= 1

mkcs
Qk (3)

here for the kth particle: mk, Ik are the mass and moment of
nertia; Tsk is the temperature; �usk the velocity; �ωk the angular
elocity; �fk the force acting on the particle due to interphase
orces and collisions; Qk the heat exchange rate between the
article and the surrounding fluid; �Mk the torque acting on the
article due to collisions and due to shear stress on the particle
urface; cs the heat capacity of the solid phase.

In the following, we describe how the force �fk, torque �Mk and
ate of heat exchange Qk are evaluated. Firstly the force acting
n each particle as a result of the gas phase. This force mainly
onsists of the drag force:

�
k = �fdrag,k = πd2

8
CDρ|�ug − �usk|(�ug − �usk) (4)

here d is the particle diameter (the same for all the particles,
ut different diameters could easily be implemented); CD the
rag force coefficient (physically a function of the Reynolds
umber); ρ the gas density; �ug the surrounding gas velocity.
One of the empirical formulas that can be used for the drag
orce coefficient is (by Schiller and Neumann):

D = 24

Re
(1 + 0.15Re0.687)
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Actually, other forces can be also implemented, for example
he Magnus force, the Saffman force, the buoyancy force, the
ody forces (e.g. gravity) and others. However, for this applica-
ion, involving very high gas velocities, these forces can safely
e neglected.

The torque due to the shear stress exerted on the particle by
he fluid can be described using the following model [26]:

for particle Reynolds numbers, corresponding to Stokes flow:

�Mk = πµd3
(

1

2∇ × �ug
− �ωk

)
(5)

for higher particle Reynolds numbers:

�Mk = −2.01µd3 �ωk(1 + 0.201
√

Reω) (6)

where Reω is a Reynolds number based on the angular veloc-
ity:

Reω = ρ| �ωk|d2

4µ
(7)

and µ is the gas viscosity.

Additionally, the force acting on each particle is also a result
f collisions with other particles. For low dust concentrations,
here the distance between particles is high, this effect is negli-
ible. However, we implemented it into the computational code
sing the hard sphere model. Its detailed description for the
hree-dimensional case may be found, for example, in [26]. Heat
ransfer between the gas phase and the particles takes place due
o a difference of temperatures between them. In this research it
s modelled using the well known formula:

= πdλNu(Tg − Tsk) + πd2εrσ(T 4
g − T 4

sk) (8)

here Nu is the Nusselt number; λ the heat conductivity; �r
he emissivity and σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant and Tg is the
urrounding gas temperature.

The formula for the Nusselt number was the following:

u = 2 + 0.6
√

RePr 1/3

here Pr is Prandtl number.
Modelling of turbulence for high-speed two-phase flows is

ot described in literature. There are some models, which orig-
nate only from experimental observations and do not describe

general case. However, for this research we wished only to
stimate the effect of turbulence and therefore simple relations
ave been adopted as seen in the following. Our model is similar
o the model mentioned in [13].

The root mean square of turbulent velocity fluctuations u′
rms

as assumed to be equal to 10% of the mean speed of the gas flow
this is typical for many pipe flows). The turbulent length scale,
, was assumed equal 0.1 m. The flow was treated as isotropic

nd therefore the energy of turbulent fluctuations may be written
s:

= 3
2u′

rms2 (9)

l
c
c
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he dissipation of the energy was modelled as:

= u′
rms2

l
(10)

he probability that a particle encounters a new eddy:

t = 1 − exp
(
− ε

k
dt

)
(11)

here dt is a time step
A gas fluctuation that interacts with a particle, and influ-

nces its change of velocity, is taken randomly from a Gaussian
istribution, with the root mean square of turbulent velocity fluc-
uations as the standard deviation.

The above model was being modified and adjusted during the
esearch, but this led to only slightly different results.

.2. The mathematical model for the gas phase

The mathematical model for the gas phase is similar to a
odel used by us in [9]. We repeat the model here, however,

ince there are some differences.
The system of equations for the gas phase can be written in

he following way (for the two-dimensional case):

∂Ū

∂t
+ ∂(F̄ − F̄V)

∂x
+ ∂(Ḡ − ḠV)

∂y
= 0̄ (12)

here Ū, F̄ , Ḡ, F̄V, ḠV are vectors: Ū is the vector of conserved
ariables; F̄ , Ḡ are the vectors containing convective fluxes; F̄V,
¯ V is the vector containing diffusive fluxes:

Ū =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρ

ρug

ρvg

ρE

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ; F̄ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρug

ρu2
g + p

ρugvg

ρug(E + p)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ; Ḡ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρvg

ρugvg

ρv2
g + p

ρvg(E + p)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ;

F̄V

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

ρτxx

ρτyx

ρugτxx + ρvgτxy

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ; ḠV =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

ρτxy

ρτyy

ρugτyx + ρvgτyy

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (13)

n (13) the following notation has been used: ug and vg are
omponents of the gas phase velocity in x- and y-direction (the
omponents of the vector �ug); E is the total energy of the gas
hase (including both kinetic and internal energies); p is the
ressure; τij is the stress tensor.

The system of Eq. (12) corresponds virtually to the stan-
ard equations of conservation, because one-way coupling was
sed in this research. Otherwise it would have been necessary to
nclude the terms describing the action from the solid particles
s well.

.3. The numerical scheme
The computational grid was divided into a series of rectangu-
ar elements. The values of the gas parameters (density, velocity
omponents, pressure and temperature) were written in the cell
entres. The parameters of all the particles (position, velocities,
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emperature) were stored. In each time step the new values of gas
nd particle properties in the cells were calculated using numeri-
al techniques outlined below. The transition from one time step
o the next one can be written in the following sequence:

¯ n → Λ(1/2∆t) → Φ(∆t) → Λ(1/2∆t) → Ūn+1 (14)

here: Ūn describes the values of parameters in the previous
ime step; Λ(1/2∆t) describes the computation of the interphase

echanisms for half of the time step; Φ(∆t) describes the flow
f the gas phase during the full time step; Ūn+1 describes the
arameters in the new time step.

The two main operators Λ and Φ are described below.

.3.1. The operator A
The operator Λ symbolizes calculation of new particle veloc-

ty, rotation rate and temperature by Eqs. (1)–(3). The equations
re written in the following manner:

∂Ūk

∂t
= Sk(Ūk) (15)

here (for the two-dimensional case):

¯
k =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

usk

vsk

Tsk

ωk

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ; S̄k =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

fk,x

mk

fk,y

mk

Qk

mkcs
Mk,z

Ik

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(16)

here for the kth particle: usk and vsk are the components of
he particle velocity in x- and y-direction; fk,x and fk,y are the
omponents of the drag force; ωk is the z-component of the
ngular velocity (the x- and y-components of the vector �ωk are
qual to zero for a two-dimensional case) and Mk,z is the z-
omponent of the torque. Eq. (15) were solved using the VODE
olver described in [27].

.3.2. The operator Φ

The simulation of the gas phase flow involves the solution of
q. (12). The numerical scheme for this begins with discretizing

hem using the Godunov scheme (see e.g. [28]):

¯ m+1
j = Ūm

j + �t

�x
[(F̄(j−(1/2),k) − F̄V(j−(1/2),k)) − (F̄(j+(1/2),k)

− F̄V(j+(1/2),k))] + �t

�y
[(Ḡ((j,k−(1/2)) − ḠV (j,(k−(1/2))))

− (Ḡ(j,(k+(1/2))) − ḠV (j,(k+(1/2)))] (26)

or: j = 1, . . . nx; k = 1, . . ., ny; and m indicates the time step.
In the scheme F̄ , Ḡ (defined above by Eq. (13)) constitute

uxes. Their values at the cell interfaces are based on solving

he Riemann problem between two adjacent cells, a problem
hat is well known in gas dynamics. The main advantage of this
cheme is the possibility of resolving high gradients typical for
igh-speed flows and shock waves.

T
p
p
a

rdous Materials A137 (2006) 752–761

The vectors F̄V, ḠV are diffusive fluxes and have been defined
bove, in Eq. (10). In the numerical scheme they are written in a
imple finite difference manner using parameters from adjacent
omputational cells.

. Results

The following parameters were varied in the simulations:

the length of the linking duct: 5 or 15 m;
the height of the linking duct: 0.15 and 0.5 m.

In this way, four cases were considered. The parameters that
ere kept constant for all the simulations were as follows: the

nitial temperature and the pressure in the primary vessel: 8 bar
nd 1600 K, respectively; the particle diameter: 90 �m; the par-
icle material density: 1000 kg/m3; the volume of the primary
essel: 20 m3 and the volume of the secondary vessel was 18 m3.
he dust concentration in the secondary vessel was 0.3 kg/m3,
hich was obtained by a proper uniform distribution of solid
articles. Because the modelled process is two-dimensional, the
olumes are found assuming a unit length (1 m) in the perpen-
icular direction. The initial pressure wave generated after the
rimary explosion is moving in the duct with the Mach number
qual to 2.2.

To simulate turbulence each of the particles were initially
iven a random velocity in a random direction. The speed was
rom the range: (0, 1) m/s. Other values were also tested, but this
id not influence the final results considerably.

The above data corresponded to experimental parameters pre-
ented by [8]. The main conclusions that were drawn from their
xperiments:

the probability of ignition in the secondary explosion depends
on the type of dust (not applicable to our work, where we used
the same dust in all simulations);
the probability of ignition decreases when the duct diameter
decreases;
the probability of ignition increases when the duct length
decreases (this relation is not as strong as the previous one);
the probability of ignition depends on the volumes of the ves-
sels (not applicable to our work, where we used the same
geometry in all simulations).

Similar conclusions have been drawn by other researchers.
The physical process was as follows: the hot gases enter the

econdary vessel and as a result the particles begin to move
nd their temperature increases. If the temperature of a particle
xceeds a limiting value, the particle will start to burn. Burning of
single particle does not necessarily lead to an explosion, since

his requires simultaneous burning of many particles so that the
robability of further spontaneous propagation is high enough.

o investigate the process, the strategy of counting the “burning”
articles was used, descried in Section 2. The percentage of
articles, with temperature greater than 700 K, is presented as
function of time in Figs. 2 and 3 for duct lengths of 5 and
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ig. 2. Percentage of the burning particles as a function of time for the duct
ength equal to 5 m.

5 m, respectively. The curves in the graphs correspond to two
ifferent duct heights.

We see from the figures that at the very beginning the size
f the connecting tube does not seem to influence the process
nd the number of hot particles is more or less the same in
ll the cases. After a few milliseconds, however, a clear trend
s observed: the bigger diameter of the duct leads to increased
umber of hot particles. If one compares the lengths of the tube
compare Fig. 2 with Fig. 3), one can notice that the length is
ot of great importance in the case of the duct height 0.5 m, but
t is crucial for the height of 0.15 m. Nevertheless, it is in both
ases clear that the percentage of the hot particles is lower for
he longer tube.

Similar conclusions were drawn in our previous work [9],

here another simulation technique was used.
The whole process is illustrated in detail in Figs. 4–7 as snap-

hots of particle positions for two points in time: 30 ms and 50 ms
fter the rupture of the “diaphragm” between the primary ves-

d
t
s
i

Fig. 4. Snapshots of particle distribution for different moments in time: (a) 3
ig. 3. Percentage of the burning particles as a function of time for the duct
ength equal to 15 m.

el and the duct. All the cases (for different duct heights and
engths) are shown.

In all the cases the dust tends to locate in clouds with higher
oncentration and large “void spaces” are the result. The same
as mentioned by [2]: “Turbulent flow in dust-air mixtures is

ikely to generate strong concentration gradients, giving rise to
ich and lean zones. They may have considerable influence on
he propagation mechanisms of turbulent dust explosions. The
ust particle cannot always follow the streamlines of a turbulent
ow [. . .]. [In experiments] symmetrical zones of lean and rich
oal dust were observed”. These “void spaces” may result in a
ecreasing probability of ignition.

Also in [25] factors are discussed that affect the rate of heat
elease during a dust explosion. They are the chemical com-
ositions of the dust and the gas, the particle size and shape

istributions, the distribution of initial and explosions-induced
urbulence, as well as issues like the degree of dust disper-
ion/agglomeration and the distribution of dust concentration
n the cloud. The latter factors correspond to our findings that

0 ms; (b) 50 ms. Duct height and width: 0.15 m and 5 m, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Snapshots of particle distribution for different moments in time: (a) 30 ms; (b) 50 ms. Duct height and width: 0.5 m and 5 m, respectively.

: (a) 3

t
i
fl

l

e

Fig. 6. Snapshots of particle distribution for different moments in time

he creation of “void spaces” hinders an explosion, while a local

ncrease of dust concentration increases the probability that a
ame may propagate through it that region.

In [29] a review of other works is presented where a simi-
ar phenomenon had been observed: particles tend to cluster the

d
a
o
f

Fig. 7. Snapshots of particle distribution for different moments in time: (a) 3
0 ms; (b) 50 ms. Duct height and width: 0.15 m and 15 m, respectively.

dges of vortices. Later Portela and Oliemans [30], who analysed

ispersion of particles and their deposition and re-suspension
t walls, observed and discussed the same issue. Just like in
ur research, they started their simulations with particles uni-
ormly distributed in a computational domain. Actually in our

0 ms; (b) 50 ms. Duct height and width: 0.5 m and 15 m, respectively.
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ig. 8. Snapshots of particle distribution after 60 ms. The red filled circles denot
nd 5 m; (b) 0.5 m and 5 m; (c) 0.15 m and 15 m; (d) 0.5 m and 15 m.

esearch, clustering is due to a jet of air entering from a void
egion, whereas they describe centrifuging of particles to edges
f swirls in initially uniform suspensions. Nevertheless, there
xists a similarity.

The area of the void regions is a function of the size of the
onnecting duct: the greater the duct height, the bigger area
f these regions (compare for instance Fig. 4b and Fig. 5b). It
s clear that one cannot assume that the dust is uniformly dis-
ributed within the secondary vessel during flame propagation,
s it is done in some fundamental mathematical models, where
he flame is assumed to propagate spherically from the igni-
ion source. Actually the propagation of the flame is likely to
e much more complex. The concentration of dust influences
lso the explosion risk. Even if the initial uniform dust concen-
ration is below the lower explosion limit, an ignition may still
ccur: the dust particles may form clouds wherein concentra-
ion is above the explosion limit. This may be one of the reasons
hy it is more difficult to ignite the mixture in the secondary
essel for smaller diameters of the connecting ducts in experi-

ents. The size of the connecting duct affects for the speed of

he process especially strongly. The process is the slowest for
he longer tube with the smaller diameter: the mixing process is
ess intense and the temperature rise of the particles is moderate.

fl
A
g
c

icles whose temperature is higher than 500 K. Duct height and width: (a) 0.15 m

he latter can lead to quenching of the combustion reaction due
o heat exchange with cold walls of the vessel and the duct. This
actor was not included in the model used in this research, and
e are planning to consider this in subsequent studies.
The size of the jet influences the probability of the explosion:

he number of hot particles is increased and they are also pushed
o form clouds with higher concentration. This leads to higher
robability of an explosion. Fig. 8 presents the position of the
articles for a time of 60 ms, for the four cases. The particles
hown in the figures are coloured: red denotes particles whose
emperature is higher than 500 K.

These figures make it possible to analyse the location of the
hot” particles. It can be seen that the “burning” particles are
n the vicinity of each other, which increases the probability of
n explosion. Comparing Fig. 8a and b, as well as c and d, a
onclusion can be drawn: the number of hot particles is higher
or the pipeline height 0.5 than for 0.15. This remark agrees the
bove discussion and to experiments.

In ref. [31] some experimental results are presented related to

ame front propagation between interconnected process vessels.
primary explosion is realized by the ignition of a dust-air or

aseous fuel-air mixture. The resulting speed of hot gases in the
onnecting pipe is measured, and a set of empirical models is
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ig. 9. Hot gases propagation distance history in a pipe. Comparison with exper-
ments.

roposed. We decided to compare our model and computer code
ith one of their experimental results, namely an explosion of
three percent propane-air mixture that resulted in a maximum
bsolute pressure 7.37 bar. The primary vessel had a volume
m3, the diameter of the connecting pipe was 100 mm and its

ength 8 m.
The comparison is shown in Fig. 9 as the propagation distance

istory of the hot gases for three cases: (a) our numerical simu-
ation; (b) a model presented in [31]; (c) the experimental results
resented in [31]. It is clear that the results of the simulations
gree very well with the other data.

. Concluding remarks

In order to estimate the probability of ignition, the particles
n the secondary vessel whose temperature exceeded a specified
alue 700 K were counted and the percentage of such parti-
les was evaluated as a function of time. It was found that this
robability strongly depends on the duct length and height: the
robability increases when the height increases and the length
ecreases. In this research, it was not feasible to assess the
imiting percentage that will definitely lead to an explosion. Nev-
rtheless, the probability could be estimated qualitatively and it
as found to agree with experiments. The model proposed in

his paper describes reality in spite of the fact that it is based
n some assumptions. Moreover, we have managed to find a
robable reason why it is not always possible to ignite a dust
ixture in the secondary vessel: the particles form clusters with

igh concentration and thus, many “void regions” are created.
During this research a couple of problems were encountered

nd we are planning to consider them in subsequent studies.

he first is that only one gas species was taken into account.
robably it would be better to distinguish oxidiser and products
f combustion. If this can be achieved we can better estimate
hich of the particles satisfying the ignition condition will actu-

[
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lly ignite. Moreover, the density of the gaseous phase would be
etter calculated and this would influence the value of the drag
orce acting on the particles.

The second problem is the one-way coupling assumption.
his assumption may be used for flows with low dust concen-

rations. During this research it was proven that domains with
elatively high dust concentration are present.

The third problem refers to the initial distribution of pressure.
n this research we assumed that the pressure in the primary
essel after the explosion was uniform. Generally this is not
rue since after an ignition of a combustible mixture, a flow of
as from the vessel to the duct begins and this process continues
uring the explosion leading to a pressure drop in the primary
essel and a pressure rise in the duct and later in the secondary
essel.

The last issue was the absence of chemical reaction in the
odel. The modelling of combustion is time consuming due

o the necessity of resolving the flame on the computational
rid (not feasible for large-scale simulations). According to e.g.
25] there are three distinct mechanisms of particle burning: (1)
evolatilization and burning of volatiles followed by combus-
ion of solid residue (for organic dusts); (2) melting followed
y evaporation and subsequent vapour burning (for plastics);
3) evaporation through a solid oxide shell followed by burning
utside the shell (for metals). This makes the issue of simulating
ombustion numerically extremely complex. We have analysed
he process up to the point of ignition, and will leave the issue of

odelling the subsequent combustion process to further studies.
In this research we have compared our results with the avail-

ble data describing the explosion transmission between two
essels. In the subsequent studies we aim at analysing more
ophisticated geometries, especially ones where experiments are
ot feasible or are expensive.
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